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cToon trading is a lot like economics, so think of the Cartoon Orbit
marketplace in terms of TOONOMICS. Here are a few pointers about buying
and trading cToons:
You'll receive a limited number of cToons -- a starter pack, if you will -when you register with Cartoon Orbit. You'll also receive a limited number of
points. These are yours to do with as you please. You may place the cToons
in your cZone, for instance, or you may trade them for other cToons. If you
decide to trade, simply find a fellow Orbiter who has the cToon(s) you're after
and make an offer. Points, on the other hand, may be used to purchase
cToons at our superstore, otherwise known as cMart.
If you build it, they will come. One of the coolest things about Cartoon
Orbit is that members vote on the best cZones. If you build one of the best,
you'll know. Votes and points will accumulate from the visits of other
members. Likewise, you should spend time checking out other people's
cZones and voting for your favorites.
Points are the currency of Cartoon Orbit. The more you have, the more
successful you will be. Visiting other cZones is valuable, because you'll earn
points that way. This is Cartoon Network's way of rewarding you for helping to
make Cartoon Orbit one of the best sites on the Internet. You can either use
your points to purchase cToons or to participate in other special activities like
cRings. By collecting the cToons you want and by displaying them in clever
ways, you will build one of the best cZones in Cartoon Orbit.
Periodically, cMart will change the value of cToons. Values may go up or
down, depending on how popular a particular cToon is. At the same time,
other Orbiters may want more or less for the cToons that they are willing to
trade. Always be on the lookout for a good deal on cToons. What's cheap
today may be worth a lot tomorrow.
It's all about trading. You may not have every cToon that you want, but
chances are you can find them in someone else's collection. If you spend
time visiting other cZones, you will eventually find what you need to make
yours the very best. Again, just make an offer. The very worst that can
happen is that your fellow trader will say no. Finally, remember that all trades
are final and that you're the only one who can decide whether or not a trade
is fair. Be careful out there, but always have fun!
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